
What can you do 
with Crises Control?

The only thing harder than 
planning for an emergency, 
is explaining why you didn’t 
when That Day comes.

Crises Control will allow you to effectively communicate with all personnel to ensure 
people’s safety, coordinate their activities and speed up your recovery.

It will help you to keep lines of communication open and prepare for any disruption.



Mass Communicate reliably,  
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Deliver your message across
multiple channels
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Automate complex incident communications



STANDARD
OPERATING
PROCEDURE

Choose from 200+ incident 
templates
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Centrally manage and store files 
in a secure and ready to distribute format



Store, manage and review digital assets



Locate people at risk and aid 
responders in assisting



Deliver and track the status of tasks
See when tasks are issued, accepted, escalated and completed
Set and measure KPIs, RPO & RTOs

Task AcceptedACP ESC CPL Task CompletedTask Escalated



View the responsiveness 
of your user community
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Centrally track incident resolution in real-time 
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Monitor and visualise live information 
through intuitive dashboards



Helping you navigate through regulatory complexity and 
strengthen trust and transparency.

Easily audit during and after incidents



Available in multiple languages 
and across North America,
South America, Europe, Asia, 
Africa and Australia.



The only thing harder than 
planning for an emergency, 
is explaining why you didn’t 

when “That Day” comes.
www.crises-control.com

Take control and achieve organisational resilience


